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Details of Visit:

Author: charlieton
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 3 Sep 2015 14:00
Duration of Visit: 30 Minutes
Amount Paid: 60
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: XXX @Massagenn1
Website: http://www.massage-northampton.co.uk
Phone: 01604636440
Phone: 07565005165

The Premises:

Well known, very clean, very good shower, lovely receptionist - just a place that shows it is pleased
to see you. (somebody actually copied this description from another of my reviews - ???) Quite liked
the fact scantily clad ladies seemed to pop out of different rooms as I smoothed my way into
reception.

The Lady:

Paris is really attractive with a direct manner in looking straight at you, a pleasingly trim and curvy
figure and blonder hair than in the current pics. Not only is her look into your eyes direct but so is
her approach - she wants to know what will please you during your stay and as far as I can tell, you
get what you want. Rather a winning attitude, especially when in company with Paris's own very
positive approach to enjoying herself too.

The Story:

I think it was the look straight into my eyes, or it may have been the what do you like opening
greeting, or it may have been the kiss on the lips but something or everything told me I was going to
enjoy myself.

It also helped that Paris somehow managed to seem to stretch time, always saying oh no we don't
have to move on yet or yes there's time to do this and she seemed to be right even though I thought
I could judge a half-hour punt to the nearest minute given the number I've had.

Paris offered a massage and I asked instead to do a reverse massage which was accepted and I
enjoyed getting to know Paris's lovely bum and then her nice boobs and then her kissy mouth and
then elsewhere with some intimate fondling.

We seemed to go on like this a long time but nothing was ever rushed or cut short if I or Paris was
enjoying it.

Oral without was very pleasurable, as was having various bits of Paris's body in reach.
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Then she rode me before we finished in doggy - two happy, somewhat sexed up people who had
had a great time together.

Paris tells you what she is feeling but never barks orders and as far as I could tell never says don't
do that but I don't know if I reached her limits or not.

Have a great time with Paris by sharing a sexual encounter of mutual pleasure - oh it was a lot more
of a dirty fuck than that sounds like.

I loved her.
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